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Gr6bner bases are useful for analysing multivariate polynomial ideals. For different coefficient 
domains R, it is shown how to construct (weak) Grfbner bases using bases of modules of 
syzygies, and under construetibility conditions on R an algorithm for finding the required 
module bases i  given. These methods are described in detail for principal ideal rings R. This 
leads to strong Grrbner bases and in case of fields R the construction is the known Buchberger 
algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
For multivariate polynomials over fields, the concept of Gr6bner bases was introduced by 
Buchberger (t965) and up to now solutions using GrSbner bases have been developed for 
many problems connected with polynomial ideals. For a survey, see Buchberger (1985). 
In M611er and Mora (1986) some of the properties characterising Grrbner bases are 
summarised and some connections with syzygies are pointed out. 
An ordering in the set of polynomials and a simplification procedure (reduction) w.r.t. 
this ordering by a finite set F of polynomials are two essential notions in this context. The 
algorithm of Buchberger for constructing a Gr6bner basis uses the fact that it is sufficient 
to test only so-called S-polynomials for being reducible to zero. Here, each S-polynomial 
depends on exactly two polynomials of F. 
Gr6bner bases are generalised by some authors to polynomials over rings R. 
Buchberger (1983) introduced reduction rings R, such that in R[X  1 . . . . .  3;-,] the 
Buchberger algorithm can be easily adopted. These rings and the Buchberger algorithm 
have also been studied by Winkler (1984) and Stiffer (1985). If R is a Euclidean ring, 
Kandri-Rody & Kapur (1984) extended Gr6bner bases to R[X  i . . . . .  )2,] using the 
natural ordering in the Euclidean ring. Considering principal ideal rings R with a special 
ordering, Pan (1985) generalised Gr6bner bases to polynomial rings over such R. 
For commutative Noetherian rings R (with additional conditions concerning 
constructibility and uniqueness of some elements), Gr6bner bases are introduced in 
R[X  1 . . . . .  X,,] by Trinks (1978), Zacharias (1978) and SchaUer (1979), partially based on 
papers of Spear (1977) and Lauer (1976). By means of an explicit or implicit use of 
syzygies, they interpreted S-polynomials anew. Here, S-polynomials depend in general on 
more than two polynomials. Also, the reduction had to be generalised to what we will call 
weak reduction (and consequently we will call the reduction of Buchberger et al. strong 
reduction and the respective Gr6bner bases weak and strong Grrbner bases). Weak 
Grrbner  bases and weak reductions are studied in a broader context by Robbiano (1986). 
For non-commutative rings R, see Mora (1986). 
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The intention of this paper is to show the systematic use of syzygies in order to 
construct Gr6bner bases starting with arbitrary commutative rings and ending with a 
presentation of Buchberger's algorithm for polynomials over Euclidean rings. If R is a 
commutative Noetherian ring, we give in terms of syzygies ome equivalent conditions for 
weak GrSbner bases, show the connection with the different concepts of Trinks (1978), 
Zacharias (1978) and Schaller (1979) and give a new recursive procedure for constructing 
bases of modules of syzygies. This procedure allows a very efficient algorithm for 
constructing weak Gr6bner bases. 
Considering only unique factorisation rings, we show that Buchberger's algorithm 
works with S-polynomials depending on only two polynomials for arbitrary finite sets of 
input polynomials exactly if R is a principal ideal ring (with suitable constructibility 
conditions). This is an easy consequence of proposition 1and the following example and 
shows that the concept of reduction rings is naturally restricted to principal ideal rings. 
Also strong reductions exist in general only if R is a principal ideal ring, as elementary 
arguments show. Therefore there is only sense to define strong Gr6bner bases in rings 
R[X I , . . . ,  X,] with a principal ideal ring R. 
In section 4 we specify the results on weak GrSbner bases and weak reductions to 
polynomials over PIR's and introduce the strong GrSbner bases and reductions. 
Strategies are presented for keeping the bases of the modules of syzygies restricted. This 
leads to a new Buchberger algorithm for polynomials over principal ideal rings, where, as 
with the criteria of Buchberger (1979) for detecting unnecessary S-polynomials, many 
S-polynomials have not to be considered. An installation of this algorithm already exists 
in SCRATCHPAD II for polynomials over Euclidean rings, see Gebauer & M611er 
(1987). An example concludes the paper. 
In contrast with many of the articles quoted above, we did not deal with questions of 
uniqueness of special GrSbner bases in order to concentrate on the role of syzygies. 
2. Charaeterisation of Weak Gr6bner Bases 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, ~ : = R[X1 . . . . .  X,], and T the set of terms 
(power products) go = X[ ' . . .  X, i" with i 1 . . . . .  i, E No. As usual, T is ordered by <r such 
that 
For 
1 = X~ . . .  X, ~ __<y~o for all ~o, ~o~, q~ja T. 
~Oi <T qgjz=o" (p ~Oi <T (P ~O j 
with c~aR\{0}, rpl <7. . .  <re , ,  let 
f= ~ CigOt 
i= l  
Ic(f)  : = c,, I t( f)  := (Pr, MT( f )  := CrrPr 
be the leading coefficient, the leading term and the maximal part of f  respectively. For 
avoiding a separate treatment of the zero polynomial, we define 
It(O) :-- It(0) : = Mr(0 ) := 0 
and extend <r to TW{0} by 0<r(  p for all esT .  
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DEFINITION. Let I be an ideal in ~. Then F = {f~,.. . , J ;} c I is called a weak Grdbner 
basis of I if the ideal 
MT(l)'={k~=lMT(gk)lm~N, gk EI} 
is generated by {MT(ft) . . . . .  Mr(f~)}. 
In theorem 1 we will show that weak Gr6bner bases are, in fact, ideal bases. Hence, if 
every ideal in N has a weak Gr6bner basis, then N and its subring R are Noetherian. 
Conversely, if R is Noetherian, every ideal in N has a weak GrObner basis, because ~ is in 
this case Noetherian by the Hilbert Basissatz and then any ideal Mr(I)  has a finite basis 
{Mr( f0  . . . . .  Mr(f~)}. Thus, in the following, R will always denote a (commutative) 
Noetherian ring with identity. 
DEFINmON. Let I = ( f t , .  .... f,), i.e. f t , . . . , f r~  I and for a l l fe  I polynomials gt . . . . .  g, e 
exist, such that f has the representation 
f= ~ gifi. 
i= l  
We call this representation a weak Grfbner representation of f  (in terms off1 . . . . . .  [~) if 
r 
It(f) =max lt(gi)It(~ ).
DEFINITION. For a preassigned tuple M:= (Mr(f1), 9  MT(fr)), we call 
G = (g~ . . . . .  gr)~N ~ a syzygy w.r.t. M, if 
g~Mr(fi) = 0, 
i=1  
and call G is homogeneous of degree dp, if 4) s T and gi = 0 or 
gt = MT(gi), It(g~)It(f~) = dp, i = 1 . . . . .  r. 
The set S = S(M) of all syzygies with respect o the same tuple M = (Mr(ft) . . . . .  Mr(f , ))  
is called the module of syzygies (w.r.t. M). Clearly, S is homogeneous, i.e. any G e S splits 
into a sum of homogeneous r-tuples, all of them being in S, too. 
DEFINITION. Let F = {fl . . . .  ,f~} c ~ and f, g s~. We say f reduces weakly to g modulo F, 
for shortf~*g, if It(g) <r l t ( f )  andf - -g  has a weak GrSbner epresentation in terms of F. 
-~+ denotes the reflexive transitive closure of -~. The reduction -~ is Noetherian, because 
in 
gl-g'g2-   9  9 
we have It(g1) >T lt(g2) •T' " " and hence no lt(gi) is a multiple of a preceding lt(gj),j < i. 
This gives an ascending chain of ideals 
(h(gl)) c (It(g,), lt(gz) ~ (lt(gl), lt(ga), lt(ga)) c . . .  
which is finite because .r is Noetherian. 
THEOREM I. Let 
F -- {.fl . . . . .  Jr} ~ ~, I = (f~ . . . . .  fr) and M = (Mr( f t )  . . . . .  MT(f~))" 
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Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(C1) F is a weak Grdbner basis of l. 
(C2) Every f~ I has a weak Gr~Sbner representation i terms of F. 
(C3) Let G 1 . . . . .  G,, be a basis of S(M), G~ = (gn . . . . .  gi,) homogeneous of degree r
i= 1 . . . . .  m. Then any so-called S-polynomial ~ gflfl has a weak GrSbner 
j= l  
representation i  terms of F. 
(C4) f ~, +0 for every f ~ I. 
(C5) With G 1 . . . . .  G,, as in C3 
~ glj~ w + ~0,  i----1 . . . .  ,m. 
j=t 
PROOF. C1=,C2: Let f~ I  and let a weak GrSbner representation already exist for all 
ge l ,  h(g) <rlt(f). Then, by C1 
Mr(f) = ~ h~Mr(fl), h i homogeneous, 
i~-i 
and w.l.o.g. It(hi)h(fi) = It(f) or h~ = 0, i = 1 . . . . .  r, Using a weak GrSbner representation 
for 
(by construction lt(f') <r It(f)[), 
f '=  ~ g'iJ~, 
i=1  
f ' :  = f -  ~ hifi 
i= l  
It(,@lt(f~) <-r It(f') <T h(f), 
we get for f the weak GrSbner representation 
f = ~ (h, + O'i)f. 
t=1 
C2~C3:  Each S-polynomial is in I. 
C3=~C1: Let fe I .  We will show MT(f)e(Mr(f~), . . . ,  Mr(fr)). Consider an arbitrary 
representation 
f = ~ gift, ~b := max lt(oi)lt(fi). 
i=1  
If It(f) = qS, we have 
Mr(f)  =j~j Mr(gj)Mr(fj) with J '=  {j[ It(#i)lt(fj) = r 
i.e. Mr ( f )~  (MT(J~) . . . . .  Mr(fr)). Else It(f) <rqS. But then 
0 = ~ MT(gj)MT(fj)- 
jeJ 
Hence 
G : = ~ MT(gj)ej ~ S(M), 
j~ J  
where ej denotes thejth unit vector. Using the basis {G~ . . . . .  G,,} of S(M) and the weak 
GrSbner representations 
~. g~jfj = ~ h,jfj, lt(h,j)lt(f~) <7" ~b,, i= 1 . . . . .  m, 
j= l  j= l  
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we get 
and 
G=~ uiGi, ui=O or It(u~)~i=~b 
i - - I  
i=i  "= j= l  Li~l 
The maximal term on the left-hand side is ~b, on the right-hand side <r~.  Therefore, 
replacing in f=  ~ g~f~ the summand 
jZjMr(g,)f~ by ~ {~u,h,j}fj, 
we obtain a representation for f with a maximal term <r ~. An iterative application of 
this procedure gives finally a weak Gr6bner epresentation f f  and, as shown above, the 
maximal terms in this representation imply 
MT(f) ~ (Mr(J1) . . . . .  Mr(Z)). 
C1 ~C4 is proved as C1 ~C2. C4~C5 is obvious. For C5~C3 take in 
ho:= ~ giJ) F hi~" . .-  hs--0 
./=1 
the weak Gr6bner epresentations of ho-h~, hi -h2 . . . . .  hs-1 -hs  and sum it up obtain- 
ing a weak Gr6bner epresentation for h0. [] 
In theorem 1 we expressed the conditions characterising weak Gr6bner bases in terms 
of ~, the ring of polynomials over R. This parallels the result known for polynomials over 
fields as in M611er & Mora (1986). The definitions and results for polynomials over 
commutative rings by Trinks (1978), Zacharias (1978) and Schaller (1979) are mostly 
given in terms of R. The relationship with these results is easily established. Consider, for 
instance, the weak reduction. A given fE ~ is weakly reducible modulo F = {f l , . . . ,  f~} to 
a polynomial g, if f -g  has a weak Gr6bner representation i  terms of F. Because of 
It(g) <Tit(f), the maximal part o f f  and f -g  coincide. This means that It(f)= lt(f--g) 
and that 
lc(f) = ~ dflc(fj) with J = {j l l t ( fy l t( f )} (1) 
j~J 
holds for suitable dj~R. But (1) is already sufficient for f to be weakly reducible 
modulo F, 
, I t ( f )  
Admitting only these reductions, Zacharias used C4 for defining (weak) Gr6bner bases, 
and Trinks called a sequence of such reductions "D-Folge". 
The connection with syzygies is mentioned by all three authors, but only Zacharias 
used the notion syzygy. We observe that in a homogeneous yzygy w.r.t. 
M=(Mr( f~)  . . . . .  Mz(f~)), all components can be divided by a term, such that 
(c~ r . . . .  , c/p~), a syzygy w.r.t. M of degree 4), is obtained with 
~b = lcm { lt(Jl) l ei 4: 0}, (2) 
and necessary and sufficient for being a syzygy of degree ~b is 
0 = t~=l cdc(fi). 
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Obviously at most 2" different ~b's satisfying (2) exist. Considering only homogeneous 
syzygies with 0b as in (2), and using that all such syzygies of the same degree 4) constitute a 
w+ 
linear space V((b). Trinks remarked that instead of requiring f~.  0 for all f~  1 it suffices 
to consider only S-polynomials depending on syzygies which belong to a basis of one 
V(r i.e. he used C5 implicitly for defining (weak) Gr6bner bases. Schaller used the 
notion "complete basis" for weak GrSbner bases and "simple representation" for weak 
GrSbner representation and C2 for defining weak Gr6bner bases. Whereas Zacharias 
proposed a construction of a basis of S(M) similar to Trinks, Schaller showed that a basis 
of S(M) is obtained by constructing the module of syzygies S ~- R ~, 
{ (c t ' ' ' ' ' c~)eR~ t=x ~ c~Ic(f i)=O} 
say C 1 . . . . .  C,,, with Ct =(cil  . . . . .  %), i = 1 . . . .  , m, and then a basis of S(M) is given by 
G1, . . . ,  Gr~ with Gi = (g. . . . . .  glr), 
Icm { lt(fr,) ] % :/: O} 
g~j = cij - -  I t ( f  j) ' j = 1 . . . . .  r, i= 1 . . . . .  m. 
3. An lterative Construction of Weak Gr6bner Bases 
To construct weak GrSbner bases using C3 or C5 of theorem 1, some bases of modules 
of syzygies have to be considered until a weak Gr6bner basis is found. Therefore it is 
more practical not to calculate ach single module basis separately but to construct he 
basis of the next module by using the previous one. 
Denoting 
Mk: = (Mr(f1 . . . .  , Mr(A)), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
we will construct a basis for S(M~) using a basis of S(M,_ 1). The initialisation of this 
procedure is easy because S(M1) is generated by {ceR[c  lc ( f l )= 0}, which is {0} in case 
R is an integral domain and f l  # 0. For convenience of notation we write 
ci :=lc(f3,  qol:=It(Ji), i=  1 . . . . .  r. 
Our main tool in this paragraph will be the mapping 
rc~ : S(Mr) ~ R, ~ : (g l , . "  ., gr) --* lC(gr)" 
We have 
im~zr = (cl . . . . .  Cr- 1): (c~) 
and 
ker ~, = (S(M~_ t), 0) = {(gl . . . . .  g,- t, 0) [ (gl . . . . .  g,-  i) e S(M~_ 1)}. 
(The representation for the kernel is obvious, the identity for imzc~ will be clear from the 
following theorem.) 
DEFINITION. For J~{1, . . . , r}  let r  and J is maximal for (beT if 
r We call a set j c {1, . . . ,  r} basic, if re J  and J is maximal for 4(3). If 5' is 
basic, J• := J\{r} and bre (cjlj e J*):(cr), i.e. 
bjcj+brcr = 0 for suitable bjeR, 
then jEs x 
Z bJ~-~-eJ §162  
je J  ~ )" "~r  er ' 
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where e~ denotes the ith unit vector, is a homogeneous syzygy of S(M,) of degree 49(J), 
which we call associated to b~ and d. 
THEOREM 2. For any basic J let {b(1, J ) , . . . ,  b(s:, J)} with b(i, J) CO for i=  1 . . . . .  s:, be a 
basis of (cjljeJ\{r}): (c~). Let B(i, J) be associated to b(i, J) and J, i= 1 . . . . .  sj. I f  
{A 1 . . . . .  Am} is a homogeneous basis of S(M~_l), then 
{(ai, o), . . ., (Z,,, O)} u Q) {B(i,J)ll<-i<sj} 
Jbastc 
is a homogeneous basis of S(M~). 
PROOF. Let G = (91,-..,  gr)ES(M,), g~ # 0 and w.l.o.g. G homogeneous of degree 49. Let 
Ja : = {J[ gj ~ 0}. By homogeneity j e J1 ~ ~bj/49, i.e. c)(J0/49. Let J = {j[ q~ffqS(J1) }. Then by 
construction 49(J)/49(Jt) but J1 ~ J, i.e. ~b(J1) = ~b(J). Since re J1 ~ J, J is basic. 
Since G is homogeneous of degree 49, 
g~=Ic(gj).~, for JeJ1 and g j=0 for jg~J~. 
'Kt G e S(M,) means 
Y, tc(g:) ~ . cj(o: = o. 
j e J ~jj 
This gives crlc(9,) ~ (c i Ij e J \{r}) or, equivalently, 
/c(9~) e (cj IJ e J\{r}) : (or). 
Hence, a representation ~s 
lc(9,)=~ utb(i,J) with u~eR 
t= l  
exists. The syzygies B(i, J) are homogeneous of degree 49(J). Therefore 
G-  ~ u, c~ B(i,J)~S(M,) t= I " -~  
is homogeneous of degree 49 and belongs to kern,. Hence, 
s,/" 
49 B(i, J)+ ~ h~(At, O) G = Z=~ u, ~-O- ~ "= t=1 
with appropriate ht~.  Since G was arbitrary, the assertion is proven. [] 
In the basis of S(M,) as given in theorem 2, only syzygies occur which are homogeneous 
of a degree 49(J), J _ {1 . . . . .  r}. But usually some of them are redundant. This is caused 
by two reasons. 
First, there may be some (At, 0) of degree 49(J), J ~ {1,.. . ,  r -  1}, and 49~ divides 49(J), 
such that in the basis of S(M,) also some B(],Ji) of degree qS(J) exist 
(J = Ji, r~Ji, 49(J1) = 49(J)). These (At, 0) and B(j, Ji) may be linearly dependent. 
Second, if J1 and J: are maximal but Ji = J2, then dp(di)/~(J2) and 
(cj I je J1) : (c~) _ (cj IjeJz):(c~). 
Therefore, B(i, J1)dp(Jz)/49(J1) is associated to b~ and Jz if B(i, J~) is associated to b, and J~. 
Hence, enlarging a basis of (c:]jeJi):(c,), say b(1, Jt) . . . . .  b(s~,J~), to a basis of 
(cj IjeJz):(c~) and taking the corresponding B(i, J1)'49(Jz)/(o(J1) associated to b(i, J2) and 
J2 for B(i, Jz), then B(i, J2) being a multiple of B(i, J~) is redundant in the basis of S(M~). 
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If in the basis of S(Mr) one element is an r-tuple with exactly one non-zero component, 
say the jth one, then fj = 0 or cj is a zero divisor. For excluding these trivial cases, we 
assume f j r  0, j  = 1 . . . . .  r, and R is an integral domain. Then the sparsest elements are 
those with two non-zero components. 
DEFINITION. We call a homogeneous basis of S(M~) a principal basis if every basis element 
has exactly two non-zero components. 
PROPOSrrION 1. I f  R is a principal ideal ring and i f  
Mr : = (Mr(A) . . . . .  Mr(Z))  9 (~\{0})', 
then S(M~) has a principal basis. 
PROOF. With respect o theorem 2 it is sufficient o show that for any basic J a basis 
{b( l , J )  . . . . .  b(sj, J)} of (cjljEJ, j r  exists, such that there are associated 
B(i, J), i = 1 . . . . .  s s, having exactly two non-vanishing components. Let J• := J\{r}. 
Since R is a principal ideal ring, 
(cjlJ ~ J• = (gcd{cjlj e J• 
(c?)ca(c~) = (Icm{cj, c,}) fo r je J  * 
holds. In particular, R is a unique factorisation ring. Therefore, 
(Icm{gcd {cj [j e J* }, Cr} ) = (gcd{ lcm{cj, Cr} IJ 9 J}) 
holds. This gives 
or equivalently 
(q l je  J~)~(c~) = ~" (ci)n(cr), 
j e J  ~ 
(ci[J~d• = ~ (cJ):(cr), 
j~ J *  
Hence, if uj generates (cj):(c~), then {uj IJ s d• is a basis of (c)[j s J X) :(c~). Associated to uj 
and {j} and hence to uj and d is 
ujc, r ej + CU, r) ,j:= cj dpj u J - -~ er" (3) 
[] 
If R is a unique factorisation ring (and if no fi is zero), we can show that each module 
S(M~) has a principal basis only if R is a principal ideal ring. For this converse of 
proposition 1, it is sufficient o give an example of an R-module S(M3) which has no 
principal basis, and R is a unique factorisation ring but not a principal ideal ring. 
In that case, cl, c2e R exist, such that (cl, c2) is not the principal ideal (gcd{cl, c2}). 
Dividing out common factors and denoting the remainders again cl, c2, we have cl, c 2 ~ R 
without common divisor and 1r c2). Let c3 :=c1+c2.  Then ca has no divisor in 
common with c~ and no one with c 2. Let qo ~ T be arbitrary and 
M a := (cl ~0, e2qo, c3 (p). 
If (gl, 0, ga) and (0, h2, ha) are homogeneous basis elements of S(Ma), then 
~3(gl, 0, 93) = gae(q):(ca) = (cO, 
7z3(0, h2, ha) = h3 e(c2) : (c3) = (c~). 
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Hence, for any G e S(M3) with 
G = ~ u,(gli, O, g2i)+ ~ vi(O, h2i, h3i)+2 wt(kl,, k2i, 0), 
we have r3(G ) e (cl, c2). But ( -  l, - 1, l) eS(M3) and 
~3(- -1 , - -1 ,  1) = 1r c2). 
Hence, this S(M3) has no principal basis. 
For the computation of a basis of S(Mr) by theorem 2 it is sufficient o be able to 
compute syzygies associated to a be R and a J_c {1 . . . . .  r}. This is guaranteed by the 
following two computability requirements: 
(1) Ideals in R are detachable. That is there exists an algorithm, which, given ceR and 
a finite set {cl . . . . .  c ,}cR,  decides whether c~(cl . . . . .  or) and if so, produces 
ul, 9 ureR such that c = ulcl + 9 9 +UrCr. 
(2) Ideal quotients in R are computable. That is, there exists an algorithm, which, 
given c e R and a finite set {cl . . . . .  c,} c R, produces a (finite) basis of the ideal 
(cl . . . .  , c,) : (c) = {deRldcE(cl  . . . . .  Or)}- 
These two conditions are essentially due to Zacharias (1978) who required in place of 
our second condition, that syzygies in R are solvable. Our condition, together with 
theorem 2, gives her second condition, but conversely using the projection rc~ we see 
whenever syzygies in R are solvable, then also ideal quotients are computable, i.e. both 
second conditions are equivalent by theorem 2. 
For Noetherian rings R with the two computability conditions the weak reduction can 
be performed too, because by the first condition, h 1 . . . . .  h, can be found, such that 
Mr ( f )  = Zh~MT(J~) and hence f~f -Zh i f t .  Then condition C5 of theorem 1 gives an 
algorithm for computing Gr6bner bases: 
If an S-polynomial ~ gif: is not weakly reducible to 0 modulo F = {fl . . . .  ,fi}, its 
w+ 
0-reducibility can be forced by enlarging F. Let ~gi:fj~" h~ # 0. Then ~, gijfj is weakly 
reducible to 0 modulo F':= Fu{ht} , 
gijg ~ hi ~ 0. 
j= l  
Then the S-polynomials corresponding to a basis of S(Mr(ft) . . . . .  Mr(fi),Mr(fi+l)) 
~r f~+~ := hi have to be weakly reduced. Some of the new S-polynomials may weakly 
reduce to 0 rood. F', but when a reduction to an h :/: 0 occurs, F' is enlarged again. The 
procedure indicated here is the translation of Buchberger's algorithm, which was given by 
Buchberger (1965) for polynomials over fields. Trinks (1978), Zacharias (1978) and 
Schaller (1979) elaborated this procedure to algorithms for obtaining weak GrSbner bases 
in polynomial rings over computable commutative Noetherian rings. However, none of 
these authors mentioned a recursive computation of the module bases as in theorem 2. 
Such recursion increases the efficiency of the computation: Since a basis element A~ in 
S(M,_ 1) and the basis element (A~, 0) in S(Mr) have the same S-polynomial, it is sufficient 
to test the S-polynomials once and not for each basis separately. Hence, if the polynomial 
set F is enlarged, the only new S-polynomials are those corresponding to the basis 
elements denoted by B(i, J) in theorem 2. In addition, as indicated in the remark following 
theorem 2, not all S-polynomials corresponding to the B(i, J) and (Ai, 0) have to be used. 
We will study this in more detail in the next paragraph for polynomials over principal 
ideal rings. 
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4. Gr6bner Bases in Principal Ideal Rings 
In the following, R is always a principal ideal ring and F a finite set of polynomials 
fz ~ 0 in ~ = R[X 1 . . . . .  X,,] with ci = lc(fi), r = h(fi), i = l, 2 . . . . .  For any subset 
{fiFj~J} ~ F, let 
cj = lcm{cjlJ}, r = Icm{~jlj~J}, T(J) = q,r 
Using (9): (G) = (cjr/cr), 
proposition 1 shows that S(M~) with 
Mr = (Mr(A)  . . . . .  Mr(fi)) 
has the principal basis {Bikl 1 <_j < k <_ r}, 
TO., k) T(], k) 
BJk • TO.) ej-- T(k) e~. 
If R is a field, TO', k )=C( j ,k )  because of cjk= 1, and then the S-polynomial 
corresponding to Bjk is 
1 r k l f j  1 c~(j, klfk. 
cj " ck r  
This is the original S-polynomial S(fj,fk) of Buchberger (1965). 
As we have already remarked, the basis for S(Mr) as constructed in theorem 2 
(possibly) contains redundant elements. In the special instance considered here, we can 
detect such elements using the identity 
T(i,j, k) T(i,j, k) T(i, j, k) Bij Bik + - -  Bjk = 0, (4) 
T(i, j) T(i, k) TO., k) 
which holds for arbitrary i,j, ke{1, . . . ,  r}. In case one coefficient, say T(i,j, k)/T(i,j), is 1 
we see using (4), that B~ is a redundant basis element and T(i, k) and TO., k) both divide 
T(i,j). 
DEFINITION. We say criterion B r holds for (i,j) i f /<]  < r, T(r)/T(i,j) and 
T(i, r) r T(i, j) r T(j, r). 
We say criterion M holds for (i, r) if i < r and 
~j < r: T(j, r)/T(i, r) ~ T(j, r). 
We say criterion F holds for (i, r) if i < r and 
j < i : T(j, r) = T(i, r). 
We aIso write briefly in these cases B,(i,j), M(i, r), or F(i, r) respectively. 
These criteria were formulated by Gebauer & M611er (1988) for polynomials over fields 
and used for removing redundant elements in the principal basis {Biil 1 <_i<j <r}. We 
state explicitly that these criteria require only Icm computations of ring elements and 
terms. 
THEOREM 3. A basis of S(Mr) is given by 
{B;jI 1 <<_ i < j  <_ r, -7 M(i, j), "3 F(i, j), V k >j  : ~ Bk(i, j)}. 
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PROOF. We order the basis {Bij ] 1 < i< j~ r} partially by Bo< Bk~ if 
T(i,j)/T(k, l) ,fi T(i,j) 
or if T(i, j) = T(k, I) and j < l or if T(i, j) = T(k, l), j = l and i < k. 
If Bk(i,j) holds, then in any basis representation 
G= ~g~vB~,~, g~ve~, 
B~j can be replaced using (4) by B~k and BjK, and B~k < B~, Big < Bij holds. This can be 
done for arbitrary B u satisfying a criterion B~, i.e. for all G~ S(M,) basis representations 
exist where no such B o occurs. The same arguments hold for criteria M and F. [] 
& DEFINITION. Let f, ge,,~. We say f reduces strongly to g modulo F, for short fesg,  if 
It(,q) <r lt(f) and 3.1} e F, ~ h e ~o : g =f_  hi}. The reflexive transitive closure of ~ is 
8 + denoted by ~ . 
The same arguments as for -~ give that ~ is also Noetherian. Since hf~ is already a 
weak Gr6bner representation in terms of F, a polynomial f reduces weakly (to another 
polynomial) modulo F, if it reduces trongly. 
A polynomial f reduces trongly if and only if Mr(./') is a multiple of an Mr(f~), f~  F, 
In that case 
Mr(f)  f},f-- 
This criterion is considerably simpler than the corresponding one for the weak reduction 
as the derivation of equation (1) shows. But there are more polynomials weakly reducible 
than strongly. For instance, let ~ = ~l-x, y], F = {2x, 3y}, f=  xy. Then J'-~0, because 
f -0  has the weak Gr6bner representation 2y. 2x -x .  3y, and f does not reduce strongly 
modulo F. 
In order to be able to reduce strongly all polynomials which are weakly reducible 
mod. F, we enlarge F to a set C(F) and use c--~F 9A similar procedure was used by Schaller 
(1979) in simplification rings by introducing the set of kernel polynomials. 
DEFINITION. Let F = {J] , . . . , f r} and I the ideal generated by F. We call a set M a 
completion of F, briefly C(F), if it contains for every J, maximal for ~b(J), a polynomial 
.f~ a I with It(Jj)/q~(J) and Ic(,[j)/gcd{cjljeJ} and f j  has a weak Gr6bner representation in 
terms of F. 
If no lt(f~) is a multiple of another It(fj), then we see by considering the singletons J, 
that we may assume F c C(F). So we have C(F) = {2x, 3y, xy} in the above-mentioned 
instance. 
A completion of F={f l  . . . . .  fr} can be computed easily, similar to the basis 
construction i theorem 2. If for F • := F\{f,} a completion C(F • is known, we may take 
for each maximal J not containing r the correspondingfE C(F • for element fs in C(F). 
Hence, let .1 be maximal and contain r, i.e. J a basic set. Then J • = J\{r} is maximal w.r.t. 
F • and ~)(JX)/d/)(J). Let f*  a C(F • correspond to J• i.e. 
lctf ~)/gcd{cj ]J ~ d~ }, lt(f • • 
Let 
Ul Ic(f• = gcd{le(f• cr}, ul, ua ~ R, 
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Then the so-called T-polynomial 
T(f• Ul ~ J  "J-U2 ~r fr 
satisfies 
Ic(T(ff , f,)) = gcd{Ic(fX), c,}/gcd{9 IJ ~ S}, lt(T(f • f,)) = c~(J) 
and inserting the weak Gr6bner representation o f f  • in terms of {f~ ... . .  f,-1} into the 
definition T( f  • we read off the weak Gr6bner epresentation in terms of F. Hence, we 
may take it forfa. 
Therefore, a completion C(F) is obtained by taking C(F ~) and for every basic set the 
corresponding T-polynomial. An element f of C(F) can be cancelled if a g 9 C(F) exists, 
s.t. lt(g)flt(f) and lc(g)/lt(f). This allows a reduction of the just constructed completion 
C(F). An instance of this construction is contained in the final example. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let C(F) be a completion of  F = {fl  . . . . .  f~} and f, 9e~.  I f  f~F g, then 
I s f c~F g' for a g'  9  7 f  c(-~g, then f~g '  for a O'er .  
PROOF. Equation (1) shows thatf-~g implies 
ic(f) = Z 4tc(f ) 
jaJ 
with djER and a" maximal for It(f). Then Ic(f)~(cj]j~d). This ideal in R is generated by 
c" Ic(fs) = 9ed{q IJ 9 J}. 
By construction ~b(J)/lt(f). Hence, 
s lc(f) It(f) fa. 
f c-TE f -- lc(fs) lt(fs) 
9 S Conversely, J c-T~# implies MT(fJ)/MT(f) for a maximal J. Using the weak Gr6bner 
representation fs = Ehifi, we get 
~ Mr( f )  hffl. [] 
f ' F f - ,~  Mr(Z) 
DEFINITION. Let I be an ideal in ~'. Then F = {fl, 9 ~ I is called a strong Gr6bner 
basts of I, if for each fe  I an Ji 9 F exists, such that Mr(f i) /MT(f) .  
THEOREM 4. Let I be generated by F = {fl, ...,f~}. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(C1)' F is a strong Gr6bner basis of l. 
(C4)' ~ + f ~ O for every f  9  I. 
(C5)' Let {G1 . . . .  , G,,} be a basis of s (mT( f l ) , .  .., Mr(f~)) and each Gi = (9~1,..., g~,) 
be homogeneous. Then 
gqf~7" O, i = 1, . . . ,m. 
j=1 
PROOF9 C1'~C4':  Let f~ l  and Mr(fk) divide Mr(f) .  Then 
s Mr(f)  A = : f'" 
f T~ f -- Mr(fk) 
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Because off '  e I and lt(f') <7 h(f)  we may use an inductive argument. 
C4' =:- C5': Clear because of ~ 9~jfj e 1. 
C5'=r Essentially like C5=*,C3=~C1 in theorem 1. 
We have only to replace weak GrSbner representations by representations 
t 
with k e { 1 . . . . .  r}, such that 
lt(f) = lt(gjk) >rlt(g,fi) [] 
for all i r k. 
COROLLARY. F is a weak Gr6bner basis of I if and only if a completion C(F) is a strong 
Gr6bner basis of I. 
PROOF. Proposition 2 shows that f is  weakly irreducible rood. Y if and only if f is strongly 
irreducible rood C(F). Condition C4 and C4' mean that 0 is the only irreducible lement 
of I in the respective setting. [] 
The algorithm sketched at the end of section 3 for computing weak GrSbner bases can 
be modified to obtain also strong Gr6bner bases. 
ALGORITHM. Input: {fl . . . . .  f"} c R[XI . . . . .  X,,], R a principal ideal ring. 
Step l: Calculate 
D:= {(i, j) ll <_ i < j <_ r,-1M(i, j),-7 F(i, j), g k >j : - I  Bk(i,j)}, 
calculate a C(F) for F := {fi, 9 9 .,f"} and define R := r. 
Step 2: Let (i,j)eD. Calculate h, such that 
Icm{Mr(fi), Mr(f/)} lcm{MT(f')' MT(fJ)} f - -  f /~  h 
MT(fj) 
and h is no longer strongly reducible modulo C(F). Remove (i,j) from D. 
Step 3: If he0  enlarge F byfR+i: =h, D by 
{(k ,R+l) [1  <_k<R, 7M(k, R+l) , 'qF(k ,  R+I)},  
remove all (k, l) with BR+l(k, l) from D, calculate a C(F) for this new F and 
enlarge finally R by 1. 
Step 4: If D r ~b go to step 2. 
Output: F, a weak Gr6bner basis of ( f l , . . . , f i ) ,  
C(F), a strong Gr6bner basis of (fi . . . . .  f~). 
Since by construction of h, each R > r, is no multiple of an MT(f), fe  C(f  1 . . . . .  fR- i ) ,  
or equivalently as shown in proposition 2, 
MT(fR) q~ (MT(fi) . . . . .  MT(J~- 1)), 
the algorithm produces a strictly increasing chain of ideals 
(MT(f l ) , . . . ,  MT(f~)) ~ (Mr(A) . . . . .  Mr(f.+ 2)) = . . . .  
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This chain is finite because ~ is Noetherian. Therefore only finitely many h-r 0 are 
produced in the algorithm. This shows termination. 
For the correctness, we remark that when step 2 is performed, {Bk~l(k,/)cO} is a basis 
of S(MT(fl)  . . . . .  MT(fR)) by theorem 3. At termination, condition C5' holds for C(F), i.e. 
C(F) is a strong Gr6bner basis and by the last corollary F is a weak one. 
For the computation of weak and strong Gr6bner bases by means of this algorithm, we 
need that in the principal ideal ring R all ring operations can be performed and that an 
algorithm exists which, given rl, r2eR\{0}, produces an Icm of rx, r 2 and elements 
ul, u2eR with 
( ul rl +uar2 = gcd{rl, r2} = icm-~i, rz},]. 
The most time and space consuming parts of the algorithm are the reduction in step 2 
and the calculation of the next C(F), even if the latter is computed as proposed by 
enlarging the previous C(F), by T-polynomials. Superfluous C(F) computations are 
made, when the new MT(fR+~) is a multiple of an MT(f~), i > R+ 1, appearing later in the 
algorithm. This happens, for instance, when, as proposed by some authors, 
T-polynomials are also inserted into F. (They are needed only for the strong reduction!) 
To avoid unnecessary eductions in step 2, we also do not enlarge F by T-polynomials 
and keep the module basis restricted by the criteria M, F and B. The decision not to take 
a pair (i,j) for reduction, when M(i,j) or F(i,j) or Bk(i,j) for a k > j  holds, parallels 
criteria of Buchberger (1979) for the case of polynomials over fields. 
The algorithm is with minor modifications installed in the computer algebra system 
SCRATCHPAD II for polynomials in X~ . . . . .  X,, over Euclidean rings R and tested by 
various examples, see Gebauer & M611er (1987). 
EXAMPLE.  Let R be the ring of integers, 9~ = R[x, y], <T the graduated lexicographical 
ordering 
1 "<T X <T Y "<T x2 <T Xy <~T y2 <r  x3 <r"  9 ' 
and F = {fl,f2}, 
.fj = 2xay - 17y, J~ = 5xyZ--3x. 
The algorithm gives first D = {(1, 2)} and C(F) = {fl,f2,f12}, 
f i2 = 3y f i -x f2  = x2y2-51y 2+3x2. 
Taking the pair (1, 2) for reduction in step 2, 
f3 = 5yfl - 2xf2 = - 85y 2 + 6x 2. 
Then, because of M(1, 3) we have D---{(2, 3)} and C(F)= {f~,f2,f3,Ji2}, because we 
may take J]2 forft23 andJ~ forJ~ 3. The pair (2, 3) gives 
J;, --= - 17f2 -x f3  = - 6x 3 + 51x. 
Because of M(2, 4) and M(3, 4), we have D--- {(1, 4)}, and C(F) = {f~,f2,fa,f4,f lz}, 
because we may takef l  for fi4 andfl2 forfl2a4. The pair (1, 4) gives 
- 3x f , -y f4  = 0 .  
Thus, the algorithm terminates giving the weak Gr6bner basis {fl,.f2,f3,f4} and the 
strong Gr6bner basis {fi,f2,fa,f4,J'12}. 
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